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I know not, Pyrophilus,1 whether what you will meet with in the ensuing discourses will prove worthy of your taking notice of it: Yet I dare tell you, that if all my endeavors to serve you were not duties, I should think I might deserve your thanks for venturing to write them for your sake. For I am sufficiently sensible both how unlearned I am, and in how learned an age I presume to write: Nor has the great number of those escaped my observation, who finding it a much easier task to censure experimental composures than to write such, endeavor to acquire the title of judicious, by condemning all things that themselves have not written, or thought on. And indeed, Pyrophilus, I had besides these, so many other discouraging considerations in my eye, whilst I was setting down the following essays, that I should scarce have prosecuted a design so full of trouble, and so unlikely by its success to make amends for it, if I had thought it free for the securing of my own quiet and credit, to suppress observations which might prove serviceable to you, who having sufficiently conversed with books, are now desirous to begin to converse with things themselves. But I must confess, I look upon experimental truths as matters of so great concernment to mankind, that in spite of the just sense I have of my own disabilities, I am deterred from complying with those inclinations and motives that endear silence to me, by considering the fate of him, who though he had less entrusted to him than any of his companions, was yet severely punished for burying his single talent.2 And though, Pyrophilus, I could not without such reluctancy resolve to write, yet I found it much more uneasy to resolve to write so soon: For I could not but consider, that being yet but very young, not only in years, but, what is much worse, in experience,
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1Greek, “lover of fire”; nickname of Boyle’s nephew, Richard Jones.

2A reference to the Parable of the Talents (Matthew 25:14–30).
I have yet much more need to learn, than ability to teach; and I considered too, that after a man is grown somewhat acquainted with things themselves, and has taken some general notice of the cognations, differences, and tendencies of their properties, he may every day so much improve his knowledge, that I am apt to think, that if God should be pleased to protract my life a few years longer, I shall at the end of them be able to look upon what I have hitherto written with pity, if not with blushes. And I have often observed, that it is wont to happen in the productions of the mind, as in those of the body. For as those that apply themselves to procreation too young, and before they have attained to their full vigor and strength, do generally both hinder their own growth, and become the parents but of weak and short-lived children; so they that too early, and before their judgment and experience be fully ripe, addict themselves to write books, do commonly both hinder their own proficiency in knowledge, and write but immature, and therefore seldom lasting treatises. Nor should I, Pyrophilus, have ever prevailed with myself to present you so early these discourses, since by keeping them longer by me, I might easily by second thoughts, and fresh experiences be enabled to correct and enrich them, did not the frequent and dangerous distempers to which my very sickly constitution has of late rendered me obnoxious, make me justly doubt, whether or no, if I should long forbear to write, death would not sooner come than the expected maturity of age and judgment. And though I had no such consideration to move me to make haste to tender to you the ensuing discourses, yet this would suffice to engage me to present them you with all their present defects; that if I should keep them till I can make them less unworthy of you, I must keep them till you are grown past the need of them.

And now that I have told you, Pyrophilus, both why I have written the ensuing discourses, and why I keep them not by me long enough to present them you with fewer imperfections, I suppose you will expect that I should next tell you why I have cast them into essays, rather than into any other form. To satisfy you about this particular, Pyrophilus, I must freely acknowledge to you, that it has long seemed to me none of the least impediments of the real advancement of true natural philosophy, that men have been so forward to write systems of it, and have thought themselves obliged either to be altogether silent, or not to write less than an entire body of physiology\(^3\): for from hence seem to have ensued not a few inconveniences.

And first, when men by having diligently studied either chemistry, anatomy, botanics, or some other particular part of physiology, or perhaps by having only read authors on those subjects, have thought themselves thereby qualified to publish complete systems of natural philosophy, they have found themselves by the nature of their undertaking, and the laws of method, engaged to write of several other things
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than those wherein they had made themselves proficients, and thereby have been
reduced, either idly to repeat what has been already, though perhaps but imperti-
nently enough, written by others on the same subjects, or else to say anything on
them rather than nothing, lest they should appear not to have said something to
every part of the theme which they had taken upon themselves to write of.

In the next place, the specious and promising titles and comprehensive method of
these systems have been often found to persuade unwary readers, that all the parts
of natural philosophy have been already sufficiently explicated, and that consequently
it were needless for them to put themselves to trouble and charges in making further
enquiries into nature, since others having already sufficiently made it their business
to investigate and explicate physiological truths, our business needs now be no more
than to learn what they have taught, and thankfully to acquiesce in it.

Nor has the systematical way of writing been prejudicial only to the proficiency of
some readers, but also to the reputation of some writers of systematical books. For
it not infrequently happens, that when a writer, to vent some few peculiar notions or
discoveries of his own, presumes to write a whole body of philosophy, what is truly
his own, though excellent in its kind, is either lost in the crowd of the things he
has borrowed from others, and so comes to be overlooked, or at least not sufficiently
taken notice of, by the reader; or else the unwelcome, and yet in such composes
scarce evitable, repetition of many things that others had I know not how often
written before, occasions the laying aside of the whole book, as a rhapsody of trite
and vulgar notions, scarce worth the perusing: and by this means the author often
loses the reputation of his peculiar notions, as well as the reader the benefit of them;
and that which would have made an excellent and substantial essay, passes but for
a dull and empty book.

But the worst inconvenience of all is yet to be mentioned, and that is, that
whilst this vanity of thinking men obliged to write either systems or nothing, is
in request, many excellent notions or experiments are by sober and modest men
suppressed, because such persons being forbidden by their judgment and integrity
teach more than they understand, or assert more than they can prove, are likewise
forbidden by custom to publish their thoughts and observations, unless they were
numerous enough to swell into a system. And indeed it may be doubted whether
the systematical writers have not kept the world from much more useful composes
than they have presented it with. For there are very few men, if any at all, in the
world, that are enriched with a competent stock of experiments and observations to
make out clearly and solidly, I say not all the phenomena of nature, but all those
that belong to chemistry, anatomy, or any such considerable subordinate doctrine
of physiology. And those very men that are diligent and judicious enough to study
prosperously any of those parts of physiology, are obliged to spend so much time in
the accurate prosecution of that, and are wont to be thereby made so wary, and so
thoroughly acquainted with the difficulty of physiological investigations, that they
will least of all men be forward to write systems.

And what I say, Pyrophilus, of the inconveniences that have hitherto been ob-
served to flow from men’s forwardness to write entire bodies of philosophy; may be in
its degree applied to the practice of those that pretend to give us complete accounts
of chemistry, or almost (I say almost) any other considerable and comprehensive part
of natural philosophy: Though I deny not, that in such attempts which are much less
difficult than the former, some men have done mankind considerable service, though
they have not fully performed what the titles of their writings seem to promise. Nor
am I so rigid as to be unwilling that from time to time some very knowing writer
should publish a system of physiology, or any part of it, according to the best au-
thors and observations of that time: For such a work may be useful, partly, for the
instructing of youth in schools and academies; and partly, that men may have from
time to time an inventory of what hath been already discovered, whereby the needless
labor of seeking after known things may be prevented, and the progress of mankind
as to knowledge might the better appear. But then it is to be wished that such
writings were not published but by very intelligent persons, nor till some consider-
able improvement have been made in knowledge since the last work of that nature.
Nor would I be thought to disallow such writings of very learned men, as though
they may bear very general titles, yet are not published by their authors as complete
bodies or systems of physiology, but rather as general principles (almost like the
hypotheses of astronomers) to assist men to explicate the already-known phenomena
of nature. For of such kind of writings, if their authors be (as for the most part they
are) subtle and inquisitive men, there may be very good use, not so much by their
gratifying the intellect with the plausible account of some of nature’s mysteries; as
because on the one side their writers, to make good their new opinions, must either
bring new experiments and observations, or else must consider those that are known
already after a new manner, and thereby make us take notice of something in them
unheeded before; and on the other side, the curiosity of readers, whether they like or
disapprove the hypothesis proposed, is wont to be thereby excited to make trial of
several things, which seeming to be consequences of this new doctrine, may by their
proving agreeable or repugnant to experiment either establish or overthrow it.

And that you may know, Pyrophilus, what kind of writings I mean, I shall name
to you the learned Gassendus his little Syntagma of Epicurus’s Philosophy, and
that most ingenious gentleman Mons’ Des-Cartes his Principles of Philosophy.⁴ For

⁴Gassendi, Syntagma philosophiae Epicuri (1649), an overview of the philosophy of Epicurus;
though I purposely refrained, though not altogether from transiently consulting about a few particulars, yet from seriously and orderly reading over those excellent (though disagreeing) books, or so much as Sir Francis Bacon’s Novum Organum, that I might not be prepossessed with any theory or principles till I had spent some time in trying what things themselves would incline me to think; yet beginning now to allow myself to read those excellent books, I find by the little I have read in them already, that if I had read them before I began to write, I might have enriched the ensuing essays with diverse truths which they now want, and have explicited diverse things much better than I fear I have done. But of such writers the number is yet (and will I fear always be) so small, that I shall not need to make many exceptions when I treat of the usefulness of writing books of essays, in comparison of that of writing systematically: Or at least, Pyrophilus, whilst I presume not to judge of other men’s abilities, I hope it may be lawful for me to confess freely to you concerning myself, that I am very sensible of my being far from having such a stock of experiments and observations, as I judge requisite to write systematically; and I am apt to impute many of the deficiencies to be met with in the theories and reasonings of such great wits as Aristotle, Campanella, and some other celebrated philosophers, chiefly to this very thing, that they have too hastily, and either upon a few observations, or at least without a competent number of experiments, presumed to establish principles, and deliver axioms. For it very rarely otherwise happens, than that theories that are grounded but upon few and obvious experiments are subject to be contradicted by some such instances as more free and diligent enquiries into what of nature is more abstruse, or even into the less obvious qualities of things, are wont to bring to light. I remember, that being once at Leyden, I was brought to the top of a tower, where in a darkened room (such as is now used in many places to bring in the species of external objects) a convex glass, applied to the only hole by which light was permitted to enter, did project upon a large white sheet of paper, held at a just distance from it, a lively representation of diverse of the chief buildings in the town, all which upon the admission of more light into the room, by opening the window, did immediately disappear. And methinks, Pyrophilus, that in diverse of the philosophical theories that have been formerly applauded, something not unlike this may be easily observed: for though, whilst they are looked on with such a weak and determinate degree of light, they may appear very artificial and well-proportioned fabrics, yet they appear so but in that twilight, as it were, which is requisite to their conspicuousness. For if but a full light of new experiments and observations be freely let in upon them, the beauty of those (delightful, but fantastical) structures
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does immediately vanish.

And truly, *Pyrophilus*, if men could be persuaded to mind more the advancement of natural philosophy than that of their own reputations, 'twere not methinks very uneasy to make them sensible, that one of the considerabest services that they could do mankind, were to set themselves diligently and industriously to make experiments and collect observations, without being over-forward to establish principles and axioms, believing it uneasy to erect such theories as are capable to explicate all the phenomena of nature, before they have been able to take notice of the tenth part of those phenomena that are to be explicated. Not that I at all disallow the use of reasoning upon experiments, or the endeavoring to discern as early as we can the confederations, and differences, and tendencies of things: For such an absolute suspension of the exercise of reasoning were exceeding troublesome, if not impossible. And as in that rule of arithmetic which is commonly called *regula falsi*, by proceeding upon a conjecturally-supposed number, as if it were that which we enquire after, we are wont to come to the knowledge of the true number sought for: so in physiology it is sometimes conducive to the discovery of truth, to permit the understanding to make an hypothesis in order to the explication of this or that difficulty, that by examining how far the phenomena are, or are not, capable of being saved by that hypothesis, the understanding may even by its own errors be instructed. For it has been truly observed by a great philosopher, that truth does more easily emerge out of error than confusion.\(^6\) That then that I wish for, as to systems, is this, that men in the first place would forbear to establish any theory, till they have consulted with (though not a fully competent number of experiments, such as may afford them all the phenomena to be explicated by that theory, yet) a considerable number of experiments in proportion to the comprehensiveness of the theory to be erected on them. And in the next place, I would have such kind of superstructures looked upon only as temporary ones, which though they may be preferred before any others, as being the least imperfect, or, if you please, the best in their kind that we yet have, yet are they not to entirely be acquiesced in, as absolutely perfect, or incapable of improving alterations.

It were very possible, *Pyrophilus*, to let you see that all that has been said to recommend to you that form of writing which (in imitation of the French) we call essays, is but a part of what may be pertinently said to the same purpose. But because this introductory discourse itself is to be but an essay, not a book, I dare not long insist upon the advantages of this sort of discourses. Only because I think that if I could engage you, *Pyrophilus*, and such other ingenious persons, to cast their physiological observations and reflexions into experimental essays, I should thereby
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do real learning no trifling service, by bringing so useful a way of writing into the
request it deserves; Upon this consideration, I say, I must beg leave to represent to
you this great conveniency of essays, that as in them the reader needs not be clogged
with tedious repetitions of what others have said already, so the writer, having for the
most part the liberty to leave off when he pleases, is not obliged to take upon him to
teach others what himself does not understand, nor to write of any thing but of what
he thinks he can write well. And if such essays be but as they should be competently
stocked with experiments, 'tis the readers own fault if he be not a learner by them:
for indeed when a writer acquaints me only with his own thoughts or conjectures,
without enriching his discourses with any real experiment or observation, if he be
mistaken in his ratiocination, I am in some danger of erring with him, and at least am
like to lose my time, without receiving any valuable compensation for that great loss:
but if a writer endeavors, by delivering new and real observations or experiments, to
credit his opinions, the case is much otherwise; for let his opinions be never so false,
his experiments being true, I am not obliged to believe the former, and am left at
liberty to benefit myself by the latter; and though we have erroneously superstructed
upon his experiments, yet the foundation being solid, a more wary builder may be
very much furthered by it in the erection of more judicious and consistent fabrics:
such a writer, if I be not wanting to myself, will certainly teach me useful truths,
and if it be not my fault, he can lead me into no errors; and oftentimes the very
experiments that he delivers, besides that they may be applicable to many other
purposes unthought of by him, may be either sufficient or at least helpful to the
very discovery of the erroneousness of the opinions they are alleged to countenance:
and I make account that a man that gives me, together with his conjectures (though
erroneous) in matters of physiology, some noble experiment or observation by which
he pretends to verify them, does me no greater injury than Galileo upon his first
invention of the telescope would have done an astronomer, if he had told him, that
he had discovered in Heaven those imaginary new stars which a late mathematician
has fancied himself to have described there, and at the same time had made him a
present of an excellent telescope, with expectation that thereby the receiver should
be made of the giver's opinion; for by the help of his instrument the astronomer
might not only make diverse useful observations in the sky, and perhaps detect new
lights there, but discern also his mistake that gave it him.

After what has been said, Pyrophilus, of the usefulness of experimental essays, we
must proceed to say something concerning the manner of writing them: but because
you will also expect to receive some account of the ensuing discourses, I shall not
treat of those two subjects apart, but, in discoursing of the following essays, shall
take occasion to acquaint you with part of my thoughts concerning such kind of
composures in general, the other considerations belonging to the same subject being already upon several occasions dispersed among, and to be met with in, the ensuing discourses themselves.

And first, as for the style of our experimental essays, I suppose you will readily find that I have endeavored to write rather in a philosophical than a rhetorical strain, as desiring that my expressions should be rather clear and significant, than curiously adorned: For, to a subject of the serious and important nature of physiology, that saying may unquestionably be applied, “the thing itself refuses decoration and is content to be shown.”\footnote{Manilius, \textit{Astronomica}, III.39; originally quoted in Latin.} And certainly in these discourses, where our design is only to inform readers, not to delight or persuade them, perspicuity ought to be esteemed at least one of the best qualifications of a style, and to affect needless rhetorical ornaments in setting down an experiment, or explicating something abstruse in nature, were little less improper than it were (for him that designs not to look directly upon the sun itself) to paint the eye-glasses of a telescope, whose clearness is their commendation, and in which even the most delightful colors cannot so much please the eye as they would hinder the sight. And that it may not be suspected, that those that would not have it requisite to employ a florid style in treating of philosophical subjects, do but in their own excuse deny the necessity of such rhetorical embellishments as they are not able to afford their composures, give me leave to subjoin, that it was not an unpolished naturalist, but that prince of orators, Cicero himself, who made this studious declaration,

\begin{quote}
When a worthy theme is expounded with clarity, it is thereby expounded with distinction. It is surely childish to want to discuss a topic of the present sort in a rhetorical style. For one of learning and intelligence, a clear and straightforward exposition is the aim.\footnote{Cicero, \textit{On Moral Ends} (trans. Annas), III.19; originally quoted in Latin.}
\end{quote}

But I must not suffer myself to slip unawares into the common place of the unfitness of too spruce a style for serious and weighty matters; and yet I approve not that dull and insipid way of writing which is practiced by many chemists, even when they digress from physiological subjects: for though a philosopher need not be solicitous that his style should delight its reader with his floridness, yet I think he may very well be allowed to take a care that it disgust not his reader by its flatness, especially when he does not so much deliver experiments or explicate them, as make reflections or discourses on them; for on such occasions he may be allowed the liberty of recreating his reader and himself, and manifesting that he declined the ornaments of language, not out of necessity, but discretion, which forbids them to be used where
they may darken as well as adorn the subject they are applied to. Thus (to resume our former comparison) though it were foolish to color or enamel upon the glasses of telescopes, yet to gild or otherwise embellish the tubes of them, may render them more acceptable to the users, without at all lessening the clearness of the object to be looked at through them.

And as for exotic words and terms borrowed from other languages, though I expect that persons not conversant in the philosophical composures written (especially of late) in our language will be apt to suspect me for the willing author of diverse new words and expressions, yet as for you, Pyrophilus, who peruse other than moral, theological, and historical books in English, and find how much use is made in them of exotic terms, I hope you will find that I have not at all affected them, but have rather studiously declined the use of those which custom has not rendered familiar, unless it be to avoid the frequent and unwelcome repetition of the same word, (so troublesome to the ear, and so much forbidden by orators) or for some peculiar significancy of some such word, whose energy cannot be well expressed in our language, at least without a tedious circumlocution. And in such cases, Pyrophilus, I suppose a writer may be allowed to use exotic terms, especially when custom has not only denized them, but brought them into request. For as in the fashions of clothes, though perhaps fools begin them, yet wise men, when they are once generally received, scruple not to follow them, because then obstinately to decline them would be as ridiculously singular as at first it would have been to begin them: so in exotic words, when custom has once made them familiar and esteemed, scrupulously to decline the use of them may be as well a fault, as needlessly to employ them: For it is not the use but the affectation of them that is unworthy a philosopher. And from the latter of those I hope I have kept myself far enough: For I should think myself guilty of a very childish vanity, if the use I made of languages were so to write as to be the less understood. But besides the unintentional deficiencies of my style, I have knowingly and purposely transgressed the laws of oratory in one particular, namely, in making sometimes my periods or parentheses over-long: for when I could not within the compass of a regular period comprise what I thought requisite to be delivered at once, I chose rather to neglect the precepts of rhetoricians, than the mention of those things which I thought pertinent to my subject, and useful to you, my reader. And for this fault, Pyrophilus, since I have made myself guilty of it but for your sake, I think I ought to obtain your pardon at least as easily as my own, since barely to keep you from losing any thing that I conceived might be serviceable to you, I knowingly expose my style to be censured as disproportionate to itself.

The next thing, Pyrophilus, of which I am to give you an account, is, why I have in the ensuing essays delivered many experiments and observations, which may
seem slight and easy, and some of them obvious also, or else perhaps mentioned by others already. To satisfy you about this, I must inform you that many of the particulars which we are now considering, were in my first design collected in order to a continuation of the Lord Verulam's *Sylva Sylvarum*, or Natural History. And that my intended centuries might resemble his, to which they were to be annexed, it was exquisite that such kind of experiments and observations as we have been newly speaking of, should make up a considerable part of them. And indeed it were to be wished, that such inquisitive persons as cannot be at the charge, or have not the opportunity, of making new experiments, would busy themselves, as they have opportunity, in industriously collecting and carefully setting down the phenomena to be met with without the assistance of new experiments, especially such particulars as seem either to be of moment in order to the hinting or confirmation of some considerable truth, or to the detection of some applauded error, or else to have been, though obvious enough, yet little taken notice of. For I am confident that very much may be done towards the improvement of physiology by a due consideration of and reflexion on the obvious phenomena of nature, and those things which are almost in everybody's power to know, if he please but seriously to heed them; and I make account that attention alone might quickly furnish us with one half of the history of nature, as well as industry is requisite, by new experiments, to enrich us with the other. And therefore I confess I think myself beholding to him that first makes me take notice of what I might easily have known, but heeded not before; it not seldom happening, that we are prejudiced by, though we do not complain of that ignorance from which we might relieve ourselves, if we did but diligently turn our eyes to the observations wherewith even neighboring and familiar objects would, if duly consulted, present us. But I digress, and therefore must step back into the way, and tell you, that the reasons why I first designed the narrative of what I had tried and observed for a continuation of *Sir Francis Bacon's* Natural History, you will meet with in my preface to that specimen of the intended continuation, which I have given in those of my essays that treat of promiscuous experiments: and the reason why I have since declined that succinct way of writing, is, for the sake of *Pyrophilus*, that I might have, in a more free and uncircumscribed way of discoursing, a greater liberty to insist on and manifest the reasonableness of such animadversions as I thought seasonable for a person, who, though a great proficient in the other parts of philosophy, is but a beginner in experimental learning. And the second reason why I have often made use of seemingly slight experiments, is, because such are more easily and cheaply tried, and they being alleged for the most part to prove some assertion, or credit some admonition, I thought their easiness or obviousness
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9Bacon, *Sylva Sylvarum, or, A Naturall History, in Ten Centuries* (1627).
fitter to recommend them, than depreciate them; and I judged it somewhat unkind, or at least indiscrete, to refer you most commonly for proof of what I delivered, to such tedious, such difficult, or such intricate processes, as either you can scarce well make, unless you be already what I desire my experiments should help to make you, a skillful chemist; or else are as difficult to be well judged, as the truth they should discover is to be discerned. I was also hopeful that the easiness of diverse things inviting you to make trial of them, and keeping you from being disappointed in your expectations, the success of your first attempts would encourage you to make trial also of more nice and difficult experiments. And till you have tried them, do me the right to think that I deal not insincerely with you.

The reasons of my having diverse times recorded experiments which you may have formerly met with, and perchance even in printed books, I have elsewhere deduced in a peculiar discourse on that subject: and therefore shall now only add, that by reason of my being as yet a stranger to the German tongue, wherein the most and best chemical books are said to be written, I may have set down diverse chemical experiments and observations that are extant already in that hermetical language, (if I may so call it) without having had them from their Dutch publishers, or so much as dreamed of their having been divulged by any man. I have likewise in my preface to the essays that you will meet with under the title of promiscuous experiments, given you an account why I have not refrained from mentioning diverse things which may seem very slight, because very obvious: And I have long had thoughts to inform you in an entire discourse to be written on purpose, why I think that even the trivial, and therefore slighted, truths of physiology ought not to be despised. And for my own part, I shall not scruple to confess to you, that I disdain not to take notice even of ludicrous experiments, and think that the plays of boys may sometimes deserve to be the study of philosophers: For as when we go a hunting, though the flight of the hare and the pursuit of the dogs be to us but sport and recreation, yet the beasts themselves are extremely earnest, the one to save his threatened life by flight, and the other to overtake his desired prey; so nature acts very seriously in all the other things that we make sports with, and is in very good earnest, whether we men be so or no.

Perhaps you will wonder, Pyrophilus, that in almost every one of the following essays I should speak so doubtingly, and use so often, perhaps, it seems, ’tis not improbable, and such other expressions as argue a diffidence of the truth of the opinions I incline to, and that I should be so shy of laying down principles, and sometimes of so much as venturing at explications. But I must freely confess to you, Pyrophilus, that having met with many things of which I could give myself no one probable cause, and some things of which several causes may be assigned so differing,
as not to agree in any thing unless in their being all of them probable enough, I have often found such difficulties in searching into the causes and manner of things: and I am so sensible of my own disability to surmount those difficulties, that I dare speak confidently and positively of very few things, except of matters of fact. And when I venture to deliver any thing by way of opinion, I should, if it were not for mere shame, speak yet more diffidently than I have been wont to do. 'Tis not that I at all condemn the practice of those inquisitive wits that take upon them to explicate to us even the abstrusest phenomena of nature: For I am so far from censuring them, that I admire them when their endeavors succeed, and applaud them even where they do but fairly attempt. But I think 'tis fit for a man to know his own abilities and weaknesses, and not to think himself obliged to imitate all that he thinks fit to praise. I know also that the way to get reputation, is, to venture to explicate things, and promote opinions: For by that course a writer shall be sure to be applauded by one sort of men, and be mentioned by many others; whereas by the way of writing to which I have condemned myself, I can hope for little better among the more daring and less considerate sort of men, should you show them these papers, than to pass for a drudge of greater industry than reason, and fit for little more than to collect experiments for more rational and philosophical heads to explicate and make use of. But I am content, provided experimental learning be really promoted, to contribute even in the least plausible way to the advancement of it, and had rather not only be an underbuilder, but even dig in the quarries for materials towards so useful a structure, as a solid body of natural philosophy, than not do something towards the erection of it. Nor have my thoughts been altogether idle and wanting to themselves, in framing notions, and attempting to devise hypotheses, which might avoid the deficiencies observed in other mens theories and explications: but I have hitherto, though not always, yet not infrequently, found that what pleased me for a while, as fairly comporting with the observations on which such notions were grounded, was soon after disgraced by some further or new experiment, which at the time of the framing of those notions was unknown to me, or not consulted with. And indeed I have the less envied many (for I say not all) of those writers who have taken upon them to deliver the causes of things, and explicate the mysteries of nature, since I have had opportunity to observe how many of their doctrines, after having been for a while applauded and even admired, have afterwards been confuted by the discovery of some new phenomenon in nature, which was either unknown to such writers, or not sufficiently considered by them. For I have found it happen as well to many others (that have published their opinions) as to me (who have been more private in my guesses) in our theories built on either too obvious or too few experiments, what is wont to happen to the falsifiers of coin: for as counterfeit pieces of money will
endure some of them one proof, as the touch-stone, others another, as aqua fortis, some a third, as the hammer or the scales, but none of them will endure all proofs; so the notions I mention (in which sort I fear too great a part of those hitherto extant may be comprised) may agree very fairly with this or that or the other experiment, but being made too hastily, and without consulting a competent number of them, 'tis to be feared that there may still after a while be found one or other, (if not many) their Inconsistency with which will betray and discredit them.

I have notwithstanding all this on some occasions adventured to deliver my opinion, not that I am very confident of being less subject to error in those particulars than in any of the others wherein I have refrained from interposing any conjecture, but because I would manifest to you, that I scruple not to run the same venture with those incomparably better naturalists, that have thought it no disgrace in difficult matters rather to hazard the being sometimes mistaken, than not to afford inquisitive persons their best assistance towards the discovery of truth.

And because, Pyrophilus, in the reasons and explications I offer of natural effects, I have not for the most part an immediate recourse to the magnitude, figure, and motion of atoms, or of the least particles of bodies, I hold it not unfit to give you here some account of this practice, not so much for the sake of those few passages in my essays that may be concerned in it, as for that of many learned men, especially physicians, whose useful writings begin to be undervalued, and are in danger to be despised, by an opinion taken up from the misunderstood doctrine of some eminent atomists, as if no speculations in natural philosophy could be rational, wherein any other causes of things are assigned than atoms and their properties. I consider then, that generally speaking, to render a reason of an effect or phenomenon, is to deduce it from something else in nature more known than itself, and that consequently there may be diverse kinds of degrees of explication of the same thing. For although such explications be the most satisfactory to the understanding, wherein 'tis shown how the effect is produced by the more primitive and catholic affection of matter, namely, bulk, shape and motion, yet are not these explications to be despised, wherein particular effects are deduced from the more obvious and familiar qualities or states of bodies, such as heat, cold, weight, fluidity, hardness, fermentation, etc. Though these themselves do probably depend upon those three universal ones formerly named. For in the search after natural causes, every new measure of discovery does both instruct and gratify the understanding, though I readily confess, that the nearer the discovered causes are to those that are highest in the scale or series of causes, the more is the intellect both gratified and instructed.

I think it therefore very fit and highly useful, that some speculative wits well versed in mathematical principles and mechanical contrivances, should employ them-
selves in deducing the chiefest modes or qualities of matter, such as are heat, cold,
eetc. and the states or conditions of it, (if we think fit to distinguish these from its
qualities) as fluid, firm, brittle, flexible, and the like, from the above-mentioned most
primitive and simple affections thereof. And I think the common-wealth of learn-
ing exceedingly beholden to those heroic wits that do so much as plausibly perform
something in this kind. But I think too, we are not to despise all those accounts of
particular effects which are not immediately deduced from those primitive affections
of either atoms or the insensible particles of matter, but from the familiar, though
not so universal, qualities of things, as cold, heat, weight, hardness, and the like.
And perhaps it would be none of the least advantages which would accrue to nat-
uralists from a satisfactory explication of such qualities by the most primitive and
simple ones, that it would much shorten the explication of particular phenomena:
For though there be many things in nature that may be readily enough made out by
the size, motion, and figure of the small parts of matter, yet there are many more
that cannot be well explained without a great deal of discourse, and diverse succes-
sive deductions of one thing from another, if the purposed effect must be deduced
from such primary and universal causes; whereas if we be allowed to take the notions
of cold, heat, and the like qualities for granted, the explications and proofs may be
much more compendiously made. He gives some reason why stones and iron and
all other heavy bodies will swim in quicksilver, except gold, which will sink in it,
that teaches, that all those other bodies are in specie (as they speak) or bulk for
bulk, lighter than quicksilver, whereas gold is heavier. He, I say, may be allowed to
have rendered a reason of the thing proposed, that thus refers the phenomenon to
that known affection of almost all bodies here below, which we call gravity, though
he do not deduce the phenomenon from atoms, nor give us the cause of gravity, as
indeed scarce any philosopher has yet given us a satisfactory account of it. So if it be
demanded, why, if the sides of a blown bladder be somewhat squeezed betwixt one’s
hands, they will, upon the removal of that which compressed them, fly out again,
and restore the bladder to its former figure and dimensions, it is not saying nothing
to the purpose, to say that this happens from the spring of those aerial particles
wherewith the bladder is filled, though he that says this be not perhaps able to de-
clare whence proceeds the motion of restitution, either in a particle of compressed
air, or any other bent spring.
And as for the reasons of things assigned by physicians, they must be most of them
despised, unless we will allow of such explications as deduce not things from atoms or
their affections, but only either from secondary qualities, or from the more particular
properties of mixed bodies. If a physician be asked why rhubarb does commonly cure
loosenesses, he will probably tell you as a reason, that rhubarb is available in such
diseases, because it hath both a laxative virtue, whereby it evacuates choler, and such other bad humors as are wont in such cases to be the peccant matter, and an astringent quality, whereby it afterwards arrests the flux: But if you further ask him the reason why rhubarb purges, and why it purges choler more than any other humor, 'tis ten to one he will not be able to give you a satisfactory answer. And indeed, not only the manner whereby purgative medicines work, but those other properties whereby some bodies are diuretic, others sudorific, others sarcastic, etc. are not I fear so easy to be intelligibly made out as men imagine, and yet a skillful physician would justly think himself wronged, if the reasons he renders of things in his own profession were denied the name of reasons, because made without recourse to atomical principles. And indeed, there are oftentimes so many subordinate causes between particular effects and the most general causes of things, that there is left a large field wherein to exercise men's industry and reason, if they will but solidly enough deduce the properties of things from more general and familiar qualities, and also intermediate causes (if I may so call them) from one another. And I am the more backward to despise such kind of reasons, because I elsewhere declare, that there are some (for I do not say, many) things, as particularly the origin of local motion, of which even by the atomical doctrine no physical cause can well be rendered; since either such things must be ascribed to God, who is indeed the true, but the supernatural cause of them, or else it must be said, (as it was by the old Epicureans) that they did ever belong to matter, which, considering that the notion of matter may be complete without them, is not to give a physical efficient cause of the things in question, but in effect to confess that they have no such causes. But of this elsewhere more.

In the meantime, that you may not be drawn away to undervalue such writers as I have been pleading for, nor think you ought to refrain from writing what occurs to you, though true and useful, unless you deduce it, or at least can do so, from the Epicurean notions, I shall here briefly represent to you, (what perhaps you will not hereafter think a despicable suggestion) that there are two very distinct ends that men may propound to themselves in studying natural philosophy. For some men care only to know nature, others desire to command her: or to express it otherwise, some there are who desire but to please themselves by the discovery of the causes of the known phenomena, and others would be able to produce new ones, and bring nature to be serviceable to their particular ends, whether of health, or riches, or sensual delight. Now as I shall not deny but that the atomical, the Cartesian, or some such principles, are likely to afford the most of satisfaction to those speculative wits that aim but at the knowledge of causes; so I think that the other sort of men may very delightfully and successfully prosecute their ends, by collecting and making variety
of experiments and observations, since thereby learning the qualities and properties of those particular bodies they desire to make use of, and observing the power that diverse chemical operations, and other ways of handling matter, have of altering such bodies, and varying their effects upon one another, they may by the help of attention and industry be able to do many things, some of them very strange, and more of them very useful in human life. When a gunner or a soldier employs gun-powder, it is not necessary that he should consider, or so much as know, of what and of how many ingredients (much less of what kind of atoms) it is made, and the proportion and manner wherein they are mingled; but the notice experience gives him of the power of that admirable concrete, as it is made up and brought to his hands, suffices to enable him to perform things with it, that nothing but their being common and unheeded can keep from being admired. The physician that has observed the medicinal virtues of treacle, without knowing so much of the names, much less the nature of each of the sixty and odd ingredients whereof it is compounded, may cure many patients with it. And though it must not be denied, that it is an advantage as well as a satisfaction, to know in general how the qualities of things are deducible from the primitive affections of the smallest parts of matter, yet whether we know that or no, if we know the qualities of this or that body they compose, and how ’tis disposed to work upon other bodies, or be brought on by them, we may, without ascending to the top in the series of causes, perform things of great moment, and such as without the diligent examination of particular bodies would, I fear, never have been found out a priori even by the most profound contemplators. We see that the artificers that never dreamed of the Epicurean philosophy, have accommodated mankind with a multitude of useful inventions, and Paracelsus, who (besides that he seems none of the most piercing and speculative wits) sure had little recourse to atomical notions, if he ever so much as heard of them, was able to perform some things that were truly admirable, besides those he vainly boasted of; as may appear not only by what I elsewhere represent, but by what Oporinus himself (as severely as he otherwise writes against his deserted master) confesses he saw of the stupendous cures which Paracelsus wrought with his famous laudanum, (whatever he made it of.) But we need not go far to find a noble example to our present purpose, since we see that the bare making of trials with the load-stone, and irons touched by it, though the experimenters were ignorant (as some fear we yet are) of the true and first causes of magnetical phenomena, have produced inventions of greater use to mankind, than were ever made by Leucippus, or Epicurus, or Aristotle, or Telesius, or Campanella, or perhaps any of the speculative devisers of new hypotheses, whole contemplations aiming for the most part but at the solving, not the increasing or applying, of the phenomena of nature, it is no wonder they have been more ingenious than fruitful,
and have hitherto more delighted than otherwise benefited mankind: I say hitherto, because though experience warrants me so to speak now, yet I am not unwilling to think that hereafter, and perhaps in no long time, when physiological theories shall be better established, and built upon a more competent number of particulars, the deductions that may be made from them may free them from all imputation of barrenness. But of these things I otherwhere (though not as I remember in any of the following essays) more fully discourse.

And therefore I shall now resume the subject that occasioned this long excursion, and add to what I said in excuse of my venturing sometimes to deliver something as my opinion in difficult or controverted cases, that I must declare to you, Pyrophilus, that as I desire not my opinions should have more weight with you than the proofs brought to countenance them will give them, so you must not expect that I should think myself obliged to adhere to them any longer than those considerations that first made me embrace them shall seem of greater moment than any that I can meet with in opposition to them. For Aristotle spoke like a philosopher, when to justify his dissent from his master Plato, he said among other things, that for the sake of truth, men (especially being philosophers) ought to overthrow even their own tenets. And though for a man to change his opinions, without seeing more reason to forsake them than he had to assent to them, be a censurable levity and inconstancy of mind; yet to adhere to whatever he once took for truth, though by accession of more light he discover it to be erroneous, is but a proud obstinacy very injurious to truth, and very ill becoming the sense we ought to have of human frailties. And it ought to be esteemed much less disgraceful to quit an error for a truth, than to be guilty of the vanity and perverseness of believing a thing still, because we once believed it. And certainly, till a man is sure he is infallible, it is not fit for him to be unalterable.

You will easily discern, Pyrophilus, that I have purposely in the ensuing essays refrained from swelling my discourses with solemn and elaborate confutations of other mens opinions, unless it be in some very few cases, where I judged that they might prove great impediments to the advancement of experimental learning; and even such opinions I have been wary of meddling with, unless I supposed I could bring experimental objections against them. For 'tis none of my design to engage myself with or against any one sect of naturalists, but barely to invite you to embrace or refuse opinions as they are consonant to experiments, or clear reasons deduced thence, or at least analogous thereunto, without thinking it yet seasonable to contend very earnestly for those other opinions which seem not yet determinable by such experiments or reasons. And indeed, to allude to our former comparison, I would endeavor to destroy those curious but groundless structures that men have built up of

10Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, 1096a14–15; parenthetical Greek omitted.
opinions alone, by the same way (and with as little noise) by which such fantastical
structures as those I mentioned to have seen at Leyden may be demolished. To
destroy which ’twere needless to bring battering engines, since nothing is requisite
to that effect but an increase of light. And experience has shown us, that diverse
very plausible and radicated opinions, such as that of the unhabitableness of the
torrid zone, of the solidity of the celestial part of the world, of the blood’s being
carried from the heart by the veins (not the arteries) to the outward parts of the
body, are generally grown out of request, upon the appearing of those new discoveries
with which they are inconsistent, and would have been abandoned by the generality
of judicious persons, though no man had made it his business purposely to write
confutations of them: so true is that vulgar saying, that “virtue explains both itself
and its opposite.”

But when at any time, Pyrophilus, I have been induced to oppose others, as I
have not denied myself the freedom that is requisite unto loyalty to truth, so I have
endeavored to use that moderation and civility that is due to the persons of deserving
men. And therefore you shall find me not only in one essay oppose an author whom
in another I applaud, but sometimes you may find me commending a writer in the
very same page, perhaps, where I am endeavoring to disprove his opinions: For I
love to speak of persons with civility, though of things with freedom. Nor do I think
it reasonable, either that any man’s reputation should protect his errors, or that the
truth should fare the worse for his sake that delivers it. And as for the (very much
too common) practice of many, who write, as if they thought, railing at a man’s
person, or wrangling about his words, necessary to the confutation of his opinions;
besides that I think such a quarrelsome and injurious way of writing does very much
misbecome both a philosopher and a Christian, methinks it is as unwise, as it is
provoking. For if I civilly endeavor to reason a man out of his opinions, I make
myself but one work to do, namely, to convince his understanding: but if in a bitter
or exasperating way I oppose his errors, I increase the difficulties I would surmount,
and have as well his affections against me as his judgment: and it is very uneasy to
make a proselyte of him that is not only a dissenter from us, but an enemy to us.
And that which makes me the more dislike the bitter way of disputing which I am
reprehending, is, that I have often observed, that though one of the disputants alone
be at first in the fault, yet the other is most commonly drawn to share in the guilt,
though to contract it he must imitate his adversary. For as a mad dog by biting
others is wont to make those he bites run mad like himself, and do promiscuous
mischief; so these so provoking writers are wont to enrage those they offend, and
infect them also with their own virulent distemper. But, Pyrophilus, when I speak

11Originally quoted in Latin; the saying derives from Aristotle, On the Soul, 411a5.
of dealing respectfully with those I dissent from, I would be understood of such
as have well deserved of experimental learning, or at least been candid and sober
inquirers after truth. For, as I think that it would much discourage any prudent
person from venturing to communicate what he thinks he knows to the world, to
find that an error proceeding from human weakness, or the darkness and abstrusity
of things, seldom escapes being detected without being made matter of disgrace or
reproach to the author: so on the other side, when vain writers, to get themselves
a name, have presumed to obtrude upon the credulous world such things, under the
notion of experimental truths, or even great mysteries, as neither themselves ever
took the pains to make trial of, nor received from any credible persons that professed
their selves to have tried them; in such cases, I see not how we are obliged to treat
writers that took no pains to keep themselves from mistaking or deceiving, nay, that
cared not how they abuse us to win themselves a name, with the same respect that
we owe to those, who though they have missed of the truth, believed they had found
it, and both intended to deliver it, and took some (though not prosperous) pains
that they might convey nothing else to us.

I fear it will be requisite, Pyrophilus, to tell you why in some of the following
essays you will meet with many passages transcribed out of other authors, and in
some very few or none at all. And therefore to give you first a short account of the
particular mentioned last, I must mind you, that 'twas most suitable both to my
humor and design to deliver only those things wherewith my own observations, or
trials, or thoughts, had furnished me, without troubling you with the repetition of
those things which had been delivered by others already; those kind of repetitions,
unless they be made upon some such grounds as we shall presently mention, seeming
to me to be as vainly as ambitiously affected by many writers, and being deservedly
troublesome to judicious readers, who can easily discern that they add much more to
the bulk of books than of knowledge. But this notwithstanding, Pyrophilus, I thought
myself obliged on some occasions, for your sake, to overcome my natural averseness
to stuff any writings of mine with passages transcribed from those of others, partly
for the reasons elsewhere insisted on, and partly for diverse others. As first, because
some particulars are of that strangeness, and of that moment, that they need and
deserve to be verified by more than a single attestation. Next, because according to
the Greek proverb, “common things made new,”12 it is not properly to say over the
same thing again, when the observation, experiment, or other passage of an author,
is either illustrated or otherwise improved by the repetition, or else applied to some

12Philostratus, Discourse 1 (trans. Rusten): “Our expression will be clear and avoid parsimony if
we set forth common thoughts with novelty [koina kainōs], and novel ones with a common touch”;
originally quoted in Greek.
purpose differing from that to which the author brought it: That being applicable to
many a single experiment or observation which Seneca somewhere says, “nothing is
completed while it is beginning”; and, “even if the ancients did discover everything,
here’s something that will always be new: taking those discoveries made by others and
applying them, understanding them, and organizing them.” And thirdly, because
as the planets and other stars have (according to astrologers) in their great synods
or conjunctions, much more powerful, and sometimes other influences on the air and
some other sublunary parts of the world, than are ascribed to one or two of them
out of that aspect; so diverse particulars, which whilst they lay single and scattered
among the writings of several authors were inconsiderable, when they come to be
laid together in order to the same design, may oftentimes prove highly useful to
physiology in their conjunction, wherein one of them may serve to prove one part or
circumstance of an important truth, and another to explicate another, and so all of
them may conspire together to verify that saying, “things that avail not singly help
when they are many.” It may then I hope suffice to justify me on this occasion,
that not appealing to other writers as to judges, but as to witnesses, nor employing
what I have found already published by them barely as ornaments to embellish my
writings, and much less as oracles by their authority to demonstrate my opinions,
but as certificates to attest matters of fact, I may hope that their testimonies will as
well be illustrated by mine, as mine by theirs, and that all of them may contribute
to your better information.

And if, Pyrophilus, you grant that upon these considerations I have not done amiss
to apply to my purpose diverse of those things which I found delivered pertinently to
them by those writers which I chanced to cast mine eyes on, I suppose you will not
think I need to make you an apology for my having made most use of the passages
of those writers which I suppose will be most difficult to be met with (such as are
many books of navigations and other voyages) and especially of French books not
yet translated into English or Latin. And I think I shall less need to make an excuse
for my having for the most part set down the passages I recited in the author’s own
words, that being one of the readiest ways I know to satisfy the reader, and avoid
injuring the writer. And indeed, I have met with abundance of quotations wherein the
transcriber doth so mistake, or so misrepresent the cited author’s meaning, sometimes
out of inadvertence, but sometimes too I fear out of indulgence to his own hypothesis,
that if ever I should be tempted to trouble the world with any of my thoughts, I would
beseech my readers, not to look upon any thing as my opinion or assertion that is
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not delivered in the entire series of my own words; lest a transcriber should make me
deliver those things resolutely and dogmatically, which I deliver but hesitantly and
conjecturally; and lest I should seem to set down those things positively as processes
for whose success I undertake, which I record but by way of narrative.

For my so frequently mentioning what I have borrowed from other writers, or
received from my friends, I expect to be excused by that of Pliny, “in my opinion such
acknowledgment of those who have contributed to one’s success is a not ungracious
gesture and abounds with honorable modesty.” Though I have seen diverse modern
writers that so boldly usurp the observations and experiments of others, that I might
justly apply to them what the same Pliny annexes; “when I compared authorities, I
found that writers of bygone times had been copied by the most reliable and modern
authors, word for word, without acknowledgment,” etc. If other writers should not
prove more equitable (for I will not say more thankful) than such as these, they
would quickly discourage those whose aims are not very noble and sincere, from
gratifying the public with inventions, whose praise and thanks would be usurped by
such as will not name them. But perhaps they would be more just if they reflected
on what our author further adds, “surely it is characteristic of a mean spirit and of
an unfortunate attitude to prefer to be caught committing a theft rather than to
repay a loan, especially as capital accumulates from interest.”

And now I have said this concerning the passages I have borrowed from other au-
thors, it will not be improper to add something about those I have declined to borrow.
For you may possibly marvel, that in diverse of the historical parts of my writings
I have omitted such testimonies either of Pliny, Solinus, Aristotle, Theophrastus,
Aelian, or perchance some of the ancient physicians themselves (who yet, as more
conversant with things, are usually more credible) as seems very pertinent to my
discourse, and fit to prove what I design. But when I shall come to entertain you
about natural history, I doubt not but to satisfy you with the reasons I shall offer
you of this practice. In the mean time, I shall only tell you in short, that though
I have a just respect for those great names I have mentioned; yet the sense I have
of the difficulties I have found to make and relate an observation accurately and
faithfully enough for a naturalist to rely on; and the occasions I have had of looking
into diverse matters of fact delivered in their writings, with a bold and an impartial
curiosity; have made me conclude so many of those traditions to be either certainly
false, or not certainly true, that except what they deliver upon their own particular
knowledge, or with peculiar circumstances that may recommend them to my belief,
I am very shy of building anything of moment upon foundations that I esteem so
unsure, and much less upon the suspected passages that Wecker, Paracelsus, Porta,

\[15\] Pliny the Elder, Natural History (trans. Healy), Preface; originally quoted in Latin.
etc. abound with. And therefore (though I well enough know how much I impoverish my discourse by this niceness) yet I do not think it fair to employ that as an argument to convince you that has not that operation upon me myself. And I the rather take notice of my forbearing to make use of the historical traditions and chemical or magical secrets that I meet in the above-mentioned authors, or any other makers of collections, unless the narrative be (as I was saying) expressly enough delivered upon the writer's personal knowledge, or that of some other credible witness; not only because I would give you an account why several of my writings are unfurnished with what most readers look on as the richest ornaments of other men's, but because if this wariness could be introduced, 'twould be the most effectual way of persuading men to write those kind of tracts I would recommend, physiological essays. For he that will confine himself so strictly, will scarce be often tempted on physical subjects, to write either systems or volumes.

Another things, Pyrophilus, I must needs advertise you of in reference to the ensuing discourses, which is, that besides those deficiencies in point of ratiocination which are due to my personal disabilities, I have purposely let pass some few (and but very few) inferences which I discerned well enough not to be cogent, because I was willing to acquaint you upon some particular occasions with all the experiments then occurring to me, which I thought might contribute to the illustration of the subject in hand, though each of them apart did not irrefragably, nor indeed so much as strongly infer the conclusion in order to which they seemed to have been mentioned as premises. And this practice I made the less scruple of, because I was willing to exercise thereby your reasoning faculty, and try how far you would discern the tendency of several things, all of them pertinent enough to the subject in hand, but not all of them concluding to the main design in order whereunto they were alleged. And I supposed that the things by me mentioned, though not conclusive, being yet experimental, the mention of them, which in a strictly logical way of reasoning must have been forborn, might well make you amends for the exercise to which I intended they should put your reason.

There remains yet one thing, Pyrophilus, of which I suppose you will expect I should give you an account; and that is, why in the ensuing essays I have mentioned diverse experiments which I have not plainly and circumstantially enough delivered. To satisfy you concerning which, I must represent to you, first, that though for your sake I have oftentimes, contrary to my reason and genius, delivered things, to make them more clear, in such a multitude of words, that I now seem even to myself to have in diverse places been guilty of verbosity; yet in some other passages, treating of things which use had rendered very familiar to me, I may have, to shun prolixity, unawares slipped into the contrary extreme. Secondly, there are some mechanical
experiments wherein I have purposely omitted some manual circumstances, because I was unwilling to prejudice some ingenious trades-men, who make either a livelihood, or at least a gain, by the sale of the productions of such experiments. And I made the less scruple to conceal such mechanical circumstances, (if I may so call them) because they were not necessary to the physiological knowledge of the experiments: in naming of which my intention was to teach you rather philosophy than trades. Thirdly, I mentioned some things but darkly, either because I received them upon condition of secrecy, or because some ingenious persons that communicated them to me, or others to whom I imparted them, do yet make, and need to make, a pecuniary advantage of them. Fourthly, and some things that, either having been the fruits of my own labors, or obtained in exchange of such, are freely at my own disposal, I have not yet thought fit so plainly to reveal, not out of an envious design of having them buried with me, but that I may be always provided with some rarity to barter with those secretists that will not part with one secret but in exchange for another, and think nothing worth their desiring that is known already to above one or two persons. And I think it very lawful to reserve always some concealed experiments by me, wherewith to obtain the secrets of others, which being thereby gained, the other (as being no longer necessary to the former end) may freely be communicated.

And think not, Pyrophilus, that the bare mention of an experiment as having been performed, though the way of making it be concealed, is of no use, if the relator of the experiment be a person that may safely be credited: For it is something to be assured that such and such things have been really performed, and consequently are possible to be done, though we be not yet particularly acquainted with the means of performing them. And he tells you something, that tells you upon his own knowledge, that in such or such bodies, or ways of operating on them, considerable things of such or such a nature are to be met with. And for my part, when I go a hawking or setting, I think myself beholden to him that assures me that in such a field there is a covey of partridges, though he does no more towards the giving me them. And it is obvious how much Europe is beholden to Columbus for the detection of many countries in America which were not discovered by him, nor perhaps till long after his death, because he first informed us knowingly that there were unknown regions beyond that vast ocean which severs the old world from the new. But I begin to digress, and therefore shall proceed to tell you, that I am the less troubled at my omission of the circumstantial parts of some experiments, because I think it will be much for your advantage to try them over again yourself. And as I have taken care by the truth of the experiments I have delivered to secure your success, in case you try them aright; so I cannot be very sorry that you should in some particulars have a kind of necessity laid on you to exercise your own industry, and thereby increase
But besides all that has been said, Pyrophilus, I must freely confess to you, that there is one thing particularly relating to yourself, which has made me refrain from delivering in the ensuing essays some of the chief chemical processes wherewith they might have been enriched. For not yet knowing with what seriousness you will addict yourself to promote experimental philosophy, nor what use you will make of what has been unveiledly communicated to you, I was somewhat unwilling that some things which had cost me a great deal of pains should yet fall into any man’s hands that scorns to purchase knowledge with some pains, and I was desirous, in case you shall prove as industrious as I hope you will, to have something by me to encourage and cherish your industry, which may be more suitable to your improved knowledge. For I must confess to you, that in reference to the chemical processes extant in the following discourses, I look upon most of them but as trifles, not only in comparison of those things which a knowing chemist might have delivered on the same subjects, but even in regard of diverse processes (not impertinent to those discourses) wherewith I myself, (as little as I am a pretender in these matters) am not unacquainted: and perhaps I would have given to the following treatises the title of trifles, instead of that of essays, if I had not been afraid of discouraging you thereby, and if the chemical part of them had been the chief thing wherewith I intended to acquaint you in them. But if the reception you give to what we have already written, prove such as may encourage us to proceed, we may perhaps, if God be pleased to vouchsafe us life and opportunity, be invited to impart to you those more considerable chemical experiments, which either the communication of our friends or our own labors have presented us. For it will be much in the power of the entertainment which these papers shall meet with, to make them either the beginning of our labors of this nature, or the end. And in the mean time, I think I may venture to tell you, that, as inconsiderable as I have confessed diverse of the chemical processes mentioned in these essays to be, yet if ever you take the pains (as I hope you will) to write experimental essays, and confine yourself to take as little upon trust as I have done, you will perhaps be ready to believe, that sometimes a short essay of this nature, not to say some one single experiment, may have cost me more than a whole treatise written on such a subject, whereon to be able without discredit to write books, it is almost sufficient to have read many. And give me leave to add, that as in such kind of composures, oftentimes the enabling himself to give a considerable advertisement, or even hint, may cost the writer more than the making of several experiments; so it may be also more beneficial to the reader than the knowledge of them. For we must not always measure the considerableness of things by their most obvious and immediate usefulness, but by their fitness to
make or contribute to the discovery of things highly useful. As, if it be true, what
is reported by good authors of the hazel wand, or “divining rod,” though the hazel
tree be much less considerable in reference to its fruit, or immediate productions,
than a peach-tree, an orange-tree, or even an apple-tree; yet may it be made much
more valuable than any of them, because whereas they only present us with fruits,
this may assist us to discover in latent mines inestimable treasures.

I had almost forgot to advertise you, Pyrophilus, that whereas I have not been so
solicitous as most writers are wont to be, to swell the ensuing essays with the enu-
meration of the various opinions and arguments of authors about the subjects I treat
of, or to adorn them with acute sentences, fine expressions, or other embellishments
borrowed from eminent writers; it has not been, because I utterly dislike the making
use of those passages in classic or other authors, that may either give (among the
admirers of those writers) some authority to our thoughts, or very handsomely and
emphatically express them. For I remember, I have known it reprehended by learned
men in Epicurus, that though he writ very much himself, he would not vouchsafe
in his writings to quote those of other men. And that I have not refrained from
making use, now and then, of those philological ornaments of discourse, when they
readily occurred to me, and appeared neither impertinent nor prolix, may I hope
suffice to keep me from being suspected of the vanity of thinking myself above other
men’s assistance. But the reasons of my so much declining to make use of other
mens authority, or expressions, were chiefly these. First, that the weakness of my
eyes has this long time kept me from reading almost any books, save the Scripture,
with some critical expositions of it, and here and there some portions of the writings
of those that pretend to teach their readers experimental matters: And the unfaith-
fulness of my memory as to things of no great moment, has made me forget almost
all the little philological and florid learning I was formerly acquainted with. And
really, Pyrophilus, as for the books that treat of natural philosophy, I am so sensible
of the smallness of the advantage which my disabilities have suffered me to make
of them, that instead of being ambitious to appear a great reader, I could be very
well content to be thought to have scarce looked upon any other book than that of
nature. And in the next place, Pyrophilus, though I ignore not that by this plain and
unadorned way of writing, I unkindly deny my essays many embellishments which I
might give them, and which perhaps you will think they do abundantly need; yet my
frequent distempers, journeys, and other avocations, not allowing me so much time
as I desired, to entertain you on philosophical subjects, I thought it more requisite to
spend those confined hours in acquainting you with my own thoughts, such as they
are, than with those of other men; unless (as I formerly intimated) I can some way or
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other more than barely recite what I recite of theirs. And you will easily pardon me
the injury which for your sake I do my own reputation by this naked way of writing,
if you, as well as I, think those the profitablest writers, or at least the kindest to
their perusers, who take not so much care to appear knowing men themselves, as to
make their readers such.